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Phoenix Wright Ace Attorney May 18 2021 Defense attorney Phoenix Wright, aided by his psychically gifted
assistant, Maya, investigates a number of cases as he attempts to uncover the truth and bring the guilty to
justice.
A Casebook on Contract Sep 29 2019 '...provides everything you want in a case book: a stimulating, thoughtprovoking and up to date account of contract law. It combines both fantastic academic commentary and
superbly selected materials making it simply one of the best contract law casebooks.' Student Law Journal
This is the seventh, fully updated, edition of Professor Burrows' Casebook, offering law students the ideal way
to discover and understand contract law through reading highlights from the leading cases. Designed to be
used either on its own or to supplement a contract law textbook, this book covers the undergraduate contract
law course in a series of clearly presented and carefully structured chapters. The author provides an expert
introduction to each topic and his succinct notes and questions seek to guide students to a proper
understanding of the cases. The relevant statutes are also set out along with a principled analysis of them. In
addition to cross-references to further discussion in the leading textbooks, an innovative feature is the
summary of leading academic articles in each chapter. The book is designed not to overwhelm students by its
length but covers all aspects of the law of contract most commonly found in the undergraduate curriculum.
Murder Two Oct 30 2019 Examines more than two centuries of forensic technology and development and
describes the forensic science and investigative techniques behind one hundred real-life groundbreaking
cases in fifteen different fields of forensics, covering such topics as fingerprinting, ballistics, and DNA typing
and their use in such cases as the I-5 Strangler and the Unabomber.
People, Law And Justice: Casebook On Public Interest Litigation (Vol. Ii) Oct 11 2020 This two-volume book
documents all the reported and unreported cases of Public Interest Litigation (PIL) from its inception in 1979
to April 1994. The author stresses that the law is not autonomous, but embodies the priorities of those
involved in establishing and maintaining a legal system. She shows how PIL provides a means whereby the
terms of the legal discourse may be challenged; equally she shows how PIL suffers, paradoxically, by being a
part of the very system it seeks to question.
The Casebook of Constance and Charlie Jun 30 2022 Charlie, a retired fire investigator, and Constance, a
retired psychologist, go out together on harrowing adventures and uncover interesting mysteries. Volume
two includes "Sweet, Sweet Poison, The Dark Door" and "An Imperfect Gift."
Art Loss Register Casebook Volume One Jan 26 2022 Billions of dollars of art are stolen or looted every year,
yet governments often consider art theft a luxury problem. With limited public law enforcement, what
prevents thieves, looters and organised criminal gangs from flooding the market with stolen art? How can
theft victims get justice - even decades after their loss? What happens if the ......
Tristan and Isolde Dec 25 2021 First Published in 2002.
Martin McDonagh Jan 02 2020 This book represents the first collection of original critical material on Martin
McDonagh, one of the most celebrated young playwrights of the last decade. Credited with reinvigorating
contemporary Irish drama, his dark, despairing comedies have been performed extensively both on Broadway
and in the West End, culminating in an Olivier Award for the The Pillowman and an Academy Award for his
short film Six Shooter. In Martin McDonagh, Richard Rankin Russell brings together a variety of theoretical
perspectives – from globalization to the gothic – to survey McDonagh’s plays in unprecedented critical depth.
Specially commissioned essays cover topics such as identity politics, the shadow of violence and the role of
Catholicism in the work of this most precocious of contemporary dramatists. Contributors: Marion
Castleberry, Brian Cliff, Joan Fitzpatrick Dean, Maria Doyle, Laura Eldred, José Lanters, Patrick Lonergan,
Stephanie Pocock, Richard Rankin Russell, Karen Vandevelde
Knowledge Management Case Book Jul 08 2020 This book provides a perspective on knowledge management
at Siemens - an internationally recognised benchmark - by presenting the reader with the best of the
corporation's practical applications and experiences. Tom Davenport and Gilbert Probst bring together
instructive case studies from different areas that reflect the rich insights gained from years of experience in

practising knowledge management. Most of the cases have been updated for the second edition. New cases
have been added. The Knowledge Management Case Book provides a comprehensive account of how
organisational knowledge assets can be managed effectively. Specific emphasis is given to the development
of generic lessons that can be learned from Siemens' experience. The book also offers a roadmap to building
a "mature knowledge enterprise", thereby enhancing our understanding of the steps that need to be taken in
order to sustain competitive dominance in the knowledge economy. Presenting applications from very
different areas, this practice-orientated book is really outstanding in the broad field of KM literature.
"Perhaps the most revealing - and interesting - part of the cases in this book is not the analysis of the various
knowledge management tools and processes, but the description of their development, of how they come
about, of how commitment was gained, of how implementation was led." Yves Doz, The Timken Chaired
Professor of Global Technology and Innovation at INSEAD, Fontainebleau "This case book brings insights
how our most valuable resource makes those tools happen. I found this book exciting reading, because it is,
to my knowledge, the only book where a single company with a wide variety of knowledge management
approaches accumulates years of experiences and lessons learned. Edited by two of the leading thinkers in
the field of knowledge management, this book will show the way you practise knowledge management in your
company." Heinz Fischer, Global Head of HR, Deutsche Bank AG "This book is a rare and valuable description
of a single company's knowledge management journey. Siemens has made impressive advances in becoming
a knowledge-driven firm, and this volume details many of its directions and waystations." Laurence Prusak,
Executive Director, IBM Institute for Knowledge Management "Though there are many books on Knowledge
Management, this is a unique one on a sense that it provides practical application of KM rather than the
jargon." Sushil, Modi Foundation Chair Professor and Group Chair, Department of Management Studies,
Indian Institute of Technology, New Delhi
The No.1 Ladies Detective Agency: BBC Radio Casebook Vol. 2 Sep 02 2022 A second collection of eight BBC
Radio 4 full-cast dramatisations based on the popular books by Alexander McCall Smith. 'this full- cast
production will charm listeners whether they already know and love these stories or are hearing them for the
first time' - Audiofile Magazine 'How to Handle Men through the Application of Psychology': Precious
Ramotswe sets out to release her fiancé from a terrifying obligation, and a new case sparks a love quest.
'House of Hope': Precious and her assistant visit some bad girls as part of their mission to find a husband for
their client, but Precious has some marriage problems of her own. 'The Return of Note': When Precious
Ramotswe's ex-husband turns up to cause trouble, she finds an unlikely ally. 'The Ceremony': Precious works
her way through a list of her own problems. But will the return of an old love jeopardise her romantic plans?
'There Is No Such Thing As Free Food': Precious is preoccupied both professionally and personally by the
subject of food. 'The Best Profession for a Blackmailer': Mr Polopetsi, part-time mechanic and would-be
assistant detective, takes on a case of his own; while Mma Makutsi finds out if blue shoes are the key to
happiness. 'A Very Rude Woman': Precious faces change at the Agency, while Mr J.L.B. Matekoni meets the
rudest person in all Botswana. 'Talking Shoes': A new detective takes on a case for the Agency, while Mma
Ramotswe, among others, has a problem with high blood pressure. Starring Claire Benedict as Mma
Ramotswe and Nadine Marshall as Mme Makutsi, these dramatisations will appeal to all fans of the engaging
lady detective. Duration: 6 hrs approx.
James Joyce's Finnegans Wake Jul 28 2019 First published in 1991. James Joyce’s Finnegans Wake: A Case
Book was published in order to celebrate the 50th anniversary of Joyce's final work with 14 critical essays
and a page-by-page outline of the novel. The book includes critical approaches and interpretations in film,
drama, and music. This title will be of interest to students of literature.
The General Part of Criminal Law Aug 01 2022 The second volume of this study on criminal law sets out the
substance and practicalities of criminal law for which the theory has been provided in the first volume; for
example, specific matters such as defences and inchoate crimes. The subject of defences is organised into
four chapters. The first considers general exemptions such as in cases of insanity and automatism. The
second chapter covers partial defences, such as in cases of provocation or intoxication; and the third,
complete defences as in a case of the preservation of public order, or prevention of, or defence against crime.
A chapter on complete defence considers consent, revocation of consent, and ignorance or mistake of facts.
The subject of inchoate offences is structured into two major sections; the first covering conspiracy, attempts
and preparation; and the second outlining accessorial liability.
In Plain Sight Jan 14 2021 When a magical plague is released in a Depression-era New York soup kitchen,
private detective Alex Lockerby finds himself in a desperate hunt to catch a madman before he can strike
again.His investigations lead Alex to a famous thief, a daring heist, and the search for a mythic book of
ancient magic, but none of that brings him any closer to finding the man responsible for the massacre. With
the police and New York's Council of Sorcerers desperate to find the culprit, Alex becomes a suspect himself,
thanks to his ties to the priest who ran the soup kitchen.Now Alex has his book of spells, a pack of matches
and four days to find out where the plague came from, or that authorities will hang the crime squarely on
him.Get your copy of In Plain Sight today.--"Dan Willis is an awesome writer and you should buy this book." NYT bestselling author Larry Correia.

The Bill Jun 18 2021 this intricate tour of Sun Hill Police Station, room by room, reveals even more about
London's busiest crime fighters than you will ever see on screen. the finger search of Sun Hill combs through
the CID Office, the DI's Office, the DCI's office, the Uniform Room, the Sergeant's Office, the Inspector's
Office, the Superintendent's Office, the cells and then across Canley to the Courtroom. We discover all sorts
of fascinating documents including witness statements, Bob Cryer's firearms card, a letter confirming Jim
Carver's return to Uniform under tenure and much more. Geoff tibballs threads it all together to paint a
dramatic and detailed history of the station, piecing together the stories of the constables and detectives who
have passed through from the evidence they have left behind.
Criminal Macabre: The Cal McDonald Casebook Nov 23 2021 In the dark and gritty town of Los Angeles, one
man stands between humans and... everything else. Cal McDonald, private detective with scotch for blood,
investigates the cases that no one else will. Mummies—shedemons, frankenstein creations, and possessed
cars. Collects Criminal Macabre: A Cal McDonald Mystery #1#5, "A Letter from B.S." from the Dark Horse
comic Drawing on Your Nightmares, Love Me Tenderloin, Last Train to Deadsville #1#4, Criminal Macabre:
Supernatural Freak Machine #1#5, Hairball, and the prose Savage Membrane. * From the creator of 30 Days
of Night.
Miles Edgeworth Files Nov 04 2022 Presents a collection of short stories about rookie defense attorney
Phoenix Wright, his psychically gifted assistant, Maya, and his nemesis, prosecuting attorney Miles
Edgeworth.
Di Frank Lyle's Casebook Aug 28 2019 Five novellas detailing a variety of cases from DI Frank Lyle's police
career. Reluctant Witness A young woman, Kate Martindale, is abducted and the only witness is a frightened
young man. Dead of winter A park-keeper finds a mutilated body in the pond. Help from an unexpected
source helps solve the mystery, but can it be done before another related murder occurs? The Wasteland
When a first year student is found dead, DI Lyle is called in to investigate. Will a diary found at the scene
reveal a vital clue? Call of the wild The body of Tony Hickman, a young male volunteer, is found at Ashbeck's
animal welfare shelter. As DI Lyle discovers, the truth is actually far more sinister than he could ever have
contemplated. Sanctuary When Reverend Tom Berry, a hospice chaplain with controversial views, is injured
in a hit and run, DI Lyle has to find out who is responsible. With the help of a witness and his friend, Canon
Thomas Rice, DI Lyle sets about solving the mystery.
The Case-Book of Sherlock Holmes May 30 2022 "First published as a World's classics paperback, 1994.
Reissued as an Oxford world's classics paperback, 1999."--T.p. verso.
Casebook On the Men In Black Dec 01 2019 According to the lore, UFO witnesses are sometimes harassed
or intimidated by mysterious men dressed entirely in black. Are they government agents, sinister aliens or
interdimensional creatures? Jim Keith follows up his previous books with this investigation of various Men in
Black stories. Known to Ufologists as M.I.B.s, Keith chronicles the strange goings on surrounding UFO
activity and often bizarre cars that they arrive in—literal flying cars! Chapters include: Black Arts; Demons
and Witches; Black Lodge; Maury Island; On a Bender; The Silence Group; Overlords and UMMO; More Black
Ops; Indrid Cold; M.I.B.s in a Test Tube; Green Yard; The Hoaxers; Gray Areas; You Will Cease UFO Study;
Beyond Reality; The Real/Unreal Men in Black; Deciphering a Nightmare; more.
Criminal Macabre Omnibus Mar 04 2020 In 2003 Steve Niles, creator of the 30 Days of Night comics series,
launched a series of occult detective stories featuring the monstrously hard-boiled Cal McDonald. A pillpopping alcoholic reprobate, Cal is the only line of defense between Los Angeles and a growing horde of
zombies, vampires, possessed muscle cars, mad scientists, werewolves, and much more weirdness! * I
literally screamed HOLY $#@% when I put this book down. It is that good... Cal McDonald is truly one of the
coolest characters in comics." —Ain't It Cool News"
Constitutional Law in Context Apr 28 2022 Constitutional Law in Context (two volumes) puts major
constitutional developments into historical perspective by helping students see how doctrinal developments
were shaped by historical context and how historical developments affecting one doctrine often influenced
other doctrines as well. Obvious examples include changes in commerce clause doctrine, substantive due
process, and law related to race and gender. The chapter on incorporation shows how the framers of the
amendment were influenced by denials of civil liberties that occurred during the crusade against slavery.The
books illustrate the development of constitutional law over time so that changes in the law can be related to
changes in society. It reminds students that related changes often occur across a range of doctrinal areas; for
example, parallel changes occur in both commerce clause and substantive due process doctrine as a result of
changes during the New Deal. Decisions relevant to race discrimination involve not only equal protection, but
also the reading of the commerce clause as illustrated by the Supreme Court's Heart of Atlanta decision.The
two volumes also contain materials on constitutional decision-making outside of the Supreme Court. These
include materials on the Clinton impeachment, examples from free speech history, and state cases
interpreting state constitutions. Finally, it is designed to assist students in understanding and formulating
constitutional arguments. Authors Curtis, Parker, Douglas, and Finkelman identify and discuss forms of
constitutional argument, such as arguments based on text, history, or structure and provide charts and
diagrams to assist students in identifying the logical structure of constitutional analysis.

Max Finder Mystery Collected Casebook Oct 03 2022 Seventh graders Max Finder and Alison Santos solve a
series of mysteries with some help from the reader, in a book that also includes puzzles and challenges.
Casebook on benefit and harm Jun 06 2020
Kill Bill Feb 24 2022
Casebook Nov 11 2020 Spying and eavesdropping on his separating parents at the side of his best friend,
young Miles wonders about a stranger's role in his parents' lives before acquiring knowledge that has
consequences for the whole family. 25,000 first printing.
The DCI Jones Casebook May 06 2020 The explosive fourth instalment in the DCI Jones Casebook series of
crime thrillers-this is CRYER'S VIEW. For more than five years police operations in the southeast of England
have been failing. Chief Superintendent Knightly, a senior member of the National Crime Agency suspects
that someone is selling police intelligence. When one of his junior officers dies before he can attend
clandestine meeting with him, Knightly is certain-there's a dirty cop inside his organisation. Unable to trust
anyone under his command, Knightly turns to an old friend for help-Detective Chief Inspector David Jones.
When Detective Sergeant Phil Cryer, answers his doorbell to find CS Knightly and DCI Jones on his doorstep,
he knows things are about to get interesting-and dangerous. Phil Cryer, on sick leave after suffering an injury
in the line of duty, soon finds himself deep undercover inside the NCA hunting the dirty cop, codename
Alpine. He faces his most difficult and dangerous assignment. Alone, injured, and armed only with his
phenomenal memory, Phil must identify the rogue cop before he escapes ... or kills again. Can be read as a
standalone novel. Other books in this series: Book 1: Sean Freeman Book 2: Raymond Collins (a novelette)
Book 3: Ellis Flynn Praise for the DCI Jones Casebooks: Sean Freeman: "Lots of action, unexpected twists,
and great pacing keeps the story moving forward towards an excellent ending," Amazon review, 2 April 2016
"The characters come alive, and the storyline will keep you gripped!" Amazon review, 19 August 2016
Raymond Collins: "If you are looking for a good, quick murder mystery, this book is for you," Amazon review,
4 September 2016 "Loved it! Kept me gripped till the end," Amazon review, 8 February 2016 Ellis Flynn: ..".a
compelling and tension filled read," Amazon review, 18 September 2016 "Brilliant read, both captivating and
fast paced," Amazon review, 3 May 2016
Trademark Law: an Open-Source Casebook (Version 5. 0) Feb 12 2021 This law school casebook covers all
aspects of United States federal trademark law, including the creation, maintenance, and enforcement of
trademark rights. The casebook also addresses right of publicity protection as well as internet-related and
international aspects of trademark protection. The casebook is provided here on an at-cost, royalty free basis.
This is Volume 2 of 2 of the casebook.
A Casebook on Scottish Criminal Law Apr 04 2020 'Casebook on Scottish Criminal Law' represents a concise
and practical appreciation of how the law works, with analysis of the reasoning behind decisions. It includes
sources and general principles, defences, and the mental element in crime.
The Body Remembers Casebook: Unifying Methods and Models in the Treatment of Trauma and PTSD Mar
16 2021 This is the first book of its kind to advocate utilizing and combining an assortment of trauma
treatment models. Based on ideas put forward in the bestselling The Body Remembers, Babette Rothschild
emphasizes the importance of tailoring every trauma therapy to the particular needs of each individual client.
A breath of fresh air in the competitive 'mine is best' atmosphere currently so divisive in the field of trauma
therapy, each varied and complex case (presented in a variety of writing styles: case reports, session-bysession narratives, single session transcripts) is approached with a combination of methods ranging from
traditional psychodynamic and cognitive approaches and applications of attachment theory to innovative
trauma methods including EMDR and Levine's SIBAM model. Read on its own on or in conjunction with The
Body Remembers, clinicians from all disciplines will discover new strategies and gain insight into how to
combine various treatment models for increased success with traumatized clients.
Young Miss Holmes Casebook 1-2 Aug 09 2020 When brilliant young prodigy Christie Holmes is left in the
care of servants upon the departure of her parents for India, she decides to follow in the footsteps of her
eminent uncle Sherlock Holmes and use her gifts for logic to solve mysteries.
Open Internet Law Casebook Jun 26 2019 This law school casebook, edited using the H2O publishing
platform, is designed for a 13 week internet law course consisting of two classes per week. It includes cases,
readings, and statutes on a variety of subjects, including power and authority, jurisdiction, trademark,
privacy, consumer protection, copyright, unauthorized access, and contracting. This is Volume 2 of 2 - the
last part of the course.
International Classification of Diseases for Oncology Jul 20 2021 This edition of ICD-O, the standard tool for
coding diagnoses of neoplasms in tumour and cancer registrars and in pathology laboratories, has been
developed by a working party convened by the International Agency for Research on Cancer / WHO. ICD-O is
a dual classification with coding systems for both topography and morphology. The book has five main
sections. The first provides general instructions for using the coding systems and gives rules for their
implementation in tumour registries and pathology laboratories. Section two includes the numerical list of
topography codes, which remain unchanged from the previous edition. The numerical list of morphology
codes is presented in the next section, which introduces several new terms and includes considerable

revisions of the non-Hodgkin lymphoma and leukaemia sections, based on the WHO Classification of
Hematopoietic and Lympoid Diseases. The five-digit morphology codes allow identification of a tumour or cell
type by histology, behaviour, and grade. Revisions in the morphology section were made in consultation with
a large number of experts and were finalised after field-testing in cancer registries around the world. The
alphabetical index gives codes for both topography and morphology and includes selected tumour-like lesions
and conditions. A guide to differences in morphology codes between the second and third editions is provided
in the final section, which includes lists of all new code numbers, new terms and synonyms added to existing
code definitions, terms that changed morphology code, terms for conditions now considered malignant,
deleted terms, and terms that changed behaviour code.
Lancelot and Guinevere Dec 13 2020 Beginning with an introduction that examines the portrayal of the
characters of Lancelot and Guinevere from their origins to the present day, this collection of 16 essays-five of
which appear here for the first time-puts particular emphasis on the appearance of the two characters in
medieval and modern literature. Besides several studies exploring feminist concerns, the volume features
articles on the representation of the lovers in medieval manuscript illuminations (18 plates focus on scenes of
their first kiss and the consummation of the adultery), in film, and in other visual arts. A 200-item
bibliography completes the volume.
Managing Negotiations Aug 21 2021 Managing Negotiations is a collection of seven global, real-life case
studies on prominent negotiations in the realm of international business and politics. The book combines the
rigorously researched frameworks of academia with the real-world challenges of negotiations. The cases
combine scientific negotiation management practices as well as theories with real-world examples that
demonstrate how to conduct successful negotiations and which prominent pitfalls to avoid. The topics
discussed reach from mergers & acquisitions, collective bargaining, international diplomatic treaties to
international free trade agreements. Each case study starts with an overview comprising three key objectives
and ends with the key learnings as well as reflective questions for class discussion. This casebook can be
used as recommended reading on Negotiation and Strategic Management courses at postgraduate, MBA and
Executive Education level and serves as a guide for practitioners responsible for contract management,
negotiation and procurement.
The Party Wall Casebook Feb 01 2020 The Party Wall Casebook, now available in paperback, is anessential
reference tool for surveyors, architects, engineers andlawyers. It provides a comprehensive analysis of over
80 leadingcases which define the courts’ approach to the Party Wall etcAct 1996 and the related common law
rules. For ease of reference, the book contains an alphabetical digestof cases with an extensive subject index.
The facts, key issues anddecision in each case are summarised to provide easy access for thebusy
practitioner. The legal basis for each decision is also explained in clear,jargon-free language. The book is
illustrated and extracts fromrelevant statutes appear throughout the text. An introductorychapter also places
the cases in their broader legal context forthose requiring a more detailed understanding of the law in
thisarea. The book provides a single source of reference on the case lawrequired by all party wall surveyors.
It gives readers practical,and legally up-to-date, guidance on the practice of party wallsurveying, including:
Making sure that notices are properly served under the Act Protecting the interests of appointing owners
duringnegotiations Ensuring that awards are legally enforceable Dealing with compensation claims by
adjoining owners Advising clients on appeals under the Act
Ghost of a Chance Oct 23 2021 When a bizarre string of locked-room murders terrorize New York, the police
have no leads, no suspects, and only one place to turn. Now private detective Alex Lockerby will need every
magical trick in his book to catch a killer who can walk through walls and leaves no trace. Unfortunately
Alex's magic hasn't been working very well. He can't even manage to track down several truckloads of stolen
goods, including one belonging to New York's preeminent sorcerer, Andrew Barton. To make matters worse,
Alex and his clients are being stalked by a shadowy cabal with strange powers that Alex has never seen
before. With the Ghost killer seemingly able to murder at will and the tabloids, the public, and Alex's clients
demanding results, Alex will need a miracle to keep himself, his clients, and his reputation alive.Download
Ghost of a Chance today.
Financial Statement Fraud Casebook Sep 21 2021 A comprehensive look at financial statement fraud from
the experts who actually investigated them This collection of revealing case studies sheds clear insights into
the dark corners of financial statement fraud. Includes cases submitted by fraud examiners across industries
and throughout the world Fascinating cases hand-picked and edited by Joseph T. Wells, the founder and
Chairman of the world's leading anti-fraud organization ? the Association of Certified Fraud Examiners
(ACFE) ? and author of Corporate Fraud Handbook Outlines how each fraud was engineered, how it was
investigated and how the perpetrators were brought to justice Providing an insider's look at fraud, Financial
Statement Fraud Casebook illuminates the combination of timing, teamwork and vision necessary to
understand financial statement fraud and prevent it from happening in the first place.
Max Finder Mystery Mar 28 2022 Seventh graders Max Finder and Alison Santos solve a series of mysteries
with some help from the reader, in books that also include puzzles and challenges.
Global Poverty Alleviation: A Case Book Sep 09 2020 This case book provides examples of multi-stakeholder

partnerships that aim to create sustainable enterprises for both the for-profit sectors and for individuals who
live in conditions of poverty. Ideal for teaching, after a brief introduction to the case method, the cases are
presented as descriptions with no comments or criticisms. The cases are arranged thematically and cover a
broad array of solutions in diverse countries including India, Bangladesh, Vietnam, Tanzania, the United
States, South Africa, Mozambique, Peru, Ghana, Haiti,and Mexico. Specific programs for alleviating—or even
eradicating—poverty through profitable partnerships come from myriad sectors such as banking, health,
education, infrastructure development, environment, and technology. The cases highlight solutions that focus
on bringing about substantive shifts in the conditions of life for those living in poverty.
Samuel Beckett Apr 16 2021 First published in 1998. Routledge is an imprint of Taylor & Francis, an informa
company.
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